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FTSE 100 5,500

VIX 33

FTSE 100 6,462

Resistance 7,345

Support 6,000

VIX 41.9%

S&P 500 2,972

Gold $1,677

GBP/EUR 1.1522

GBP/USD 1.3159

Introduction:
Have you seen that sci-fi movie in which the nations of earth are going about their usual business of trying 
to exterminate one another, until alien ships fill the skies, and then we all pull together like a team to crush 
the bug-like monsters? The coronavirus is that alien invader, and its presence has eliminated all talk of trade 
wars. The trouble is, we are only part way through this movie, and the bug-like monsters are winning all the 
early battles.  With over 100,000 reported cases worldwide and more than 3,000 deaths, the mortality rate 
is higher than that for seasonal flu. Fortunately, the rate of infection appears to be slowing in China about 
two months after the virus was first identified. The fervid hope is that COVID-19 retains its relatively low 
lethality and is contained and eliminated before it mutates into something worse.
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Market Outlook:
Over the long term (since 1962), the FTSE All-Share has returned 7.2% per annum and that does not include 
the average 3.8% dividend yield earned on top. Therefore, ‘strategically’, it pays to be in the market. Also, considering 
inflation averaged 6.2% over the same period, it is vital that an investor invests in equities in order to preserve the 
purchasing power of their money. However, markets can be subject to swings in the interim and investors should be 
mindful of these with a view to protecting their capital and thus maintain a ‘tactical’ view. 

Our allocation to the stock market remains at overweight. No one knows how this COVID-19 
will evolve in the coming weeks. There is clear panic in the stock market with almost every sector hit hard 
and sentiment has completely flipped to extreme bearish levels. But we can look to the past to see what 
happened following a similar event. The best comparative is Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), 
which hit in 2003, when the markets fell for two months and then went back up. The market bottomed 
well before cases peaked, as the markets saw that the number of new cases was starting to move lower. 
In fact, if government statistics are to be believed, growth in the number of coronavirus cases in China has 
now rapidly slowed. We certainly hope that COVID-19, like SARS, proves to be much worse in imagination 
than in reality.

We note that the level of stock buying by executive directors is telling us (screaming at us, actually) that the 
sell-off is overdone. Recent times when insiders have started to buy in such a manner include December 
2018, August-September 2015, May 2012 and late 2008. All those times turned out to be good times to buy 
stocks. We shall see if history repeats itself.

After this fear-filled winter, COVID-19 may well take the summer off, as most flu and cold viruses tend to 
do; that would give scientists more time to fashion a coordinated response. A media looking to report on 
single coronavirus cases here or there probably instils more panic than is called for at the moment.
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Recommended Investment:
Temple Bar Investment Trust
Founded in 1926, LSE-listed investment trust Temple Bar (TMPL.L) aims to provide investors with a growing 
income combined with growth in capital. It invests primarily in UK equities, maintaining a balance of larger 
and smaller/medium-sized companies.

Temple Bar is run by one of the investment industry’s best-known ‘value’ investors - Alastair Mundy of 
Investec Asset Management. Value investors go against general market consensus by buying companies 
that are unloved by other investors and are therefore ‘cheap’, in the belief that they will return to favour, 
thereby increasing their share price - at which point they are sold. Typically, these are companies that have 
seen share price declines of at least 50% from their peaks, but whose balance sheets are in reasonable 
shape. The stocks tend to be held for long periods, generally four to five years, to allow time for the 
companies to turn around.

The portfolio is diversified across 50 holdings but is relatively concentrated with the top ten accounting 
for 50% of total assets. They include less familiar names such as Capita, Travis Perkins & Grafton Group.

Temple Bar has a good long-term performance record, delivering a NAV total return of 105% over the last 
ten years, compared with 88% for the index.

The fund also has an impressive record of dividend growth, achieving 35 years of consecutive annual 
dividend increases and annualised dividend growth of 3.7% over the last five years. The investment trust 
currently yields 4.5%. Combined with strong long-term performance and a low TER of 0.49%, we rate the 
trust a strong buy.

Market Outlook (cont):
And panic selling does not typically make for a good long-term portfolio strategy. For now, we are assuming, 
as in past virus outbreaks, that the coronavirus is contained relatively quickly, the economic impact is a one-
to-two quarter event, and the current market malaise will offer a significant buying opportunity.

Indeed, tearing up a carefully crafted investment strategy in a panicky market not only deprives the investor 
of a way forward. It also presupposes that an uncanny market-timing ability will suddenly materialise to get 
the investor back on course with appropriate assets at the optimal time.
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Tweet of the Month:
“Will the outbreak of coronavirus have a permanent effect upon the global economy? This question is the key to 
understanding recent stock market falls”

Undoubtedly, the virus is doing economic as well as human damage. All around the world, cinemas, restau-
rants and public transport are losing trade as people stay at home for fear of contracting the virus. All this 
will depress GDP in the near term.

Economists, however, distinguish between transitory shocks and permanent ones. Most believe that the 
coronavirus outbreak is merely transitory and that demand will recover once the virus fades away. If this 
is the case, then the recent stock market falls are overdone. There’s an encouraging precedent for this. In 
2003 shares fell after the outbreak of the SARS virus, but had begun to recover even before the World 
Health Organization declared the virus contained.

But this does not mean investors are daft to mark shares down so much. There is a danger that what looks 
like a merely transitory shock might have longer-lasting effects. Indeed, declines in economic activity that 
we would expect to be temporary and harmless, do sometimes depress demand for longer periods. One 
reason for this lies in basic economics. If demand falls, then companies are left with spare capacity, so they 
don’t need to expand, and so they cancel some investment projects.

But there’s something else - a scarring effect. Nasty shocks can make us nervous even years later - hence 
the old saying, “once bitten, twice shy”. For example, the financial crisis of 2008 might well have discouraged 
companies from borrowing and investing and encouraged them to build up cash simply because it alerted 
us to the facts that demand is volatile and that credit lines can be snatched away when you need them.

The coronavirus might have a similar effect. Companies might fear that if whole regions can be isolated 
for weeks by a virus then it can happen again. That could make them nervous about expanding, especially 
overseas. 

This of course is only a possibility. The more likely outcome is that the economy will indeed bounce back, 
if necessary with the help of looser monetary policy and more public spending. Share prices, however, are 
not set only by central scenarios. They should also price in low probability/high impact risks. It is the latter 
that justify the recent drop in share prices.

And this means that if the markets do recover - as is very possible - it will only be as a reward for taking 
on the risk that this economic shock might be a permanent one. Market volatility is not always a sign of 
irrationality.
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Economics:
Mark Carney has said the Bank of England is coordinating with the Treasury and international partners to 
deliver a “powerful and timely” response to the coronavirus outbreak. He said the economic hit could prove 
large but would “ultimately be temporary”, adding that the Bank would take “all necessary steps” to support 
the UK economy and financial system. Bank officials are also talking to G20 members and the International 
Monetary Fund over a global response to the outbreak, after the US Federal Reserve, the Reserve Bank of 
Australia and the Bank of Canada all cut interest rates to support their economies.

The eurozone is teetering on the edge of economic cataclysm as “dark clouds” gather, with the bloc’s third 
largest economy in the “eye of the storm”, experts have warned. Investment bank ING believes that in the 
next 10 years, demographic and structural headwinds, and a limited appetite for reform, could push the 
bloc’s potential growth rate to less than 1%, down from the annual average pace of 1.4% of the previous 
decade. Much more troubling they say is the stagnation scenario playing out in Italy where GDP per capita 
growth has stagnated since the financial crisis. As the eurozone reform agenda is not very ambitious right 
now, this growth divergence is set to continue, which only makes the ECB’s job harder and continues to be 
a simmering existential threat to the monetary union.

The US economy added 273,000 jobs in February, far more than economists had predicted and the biggest 
monthly increase since May 2018. However, the jobs survey was taken in the middle of February, before 
coronavirus fears overtook corporate America. Many expect that the March report, due out on the 3rd of 
April, will reflect the damage the virus has inflicted on business activity. In the meantime, it may be worth 
keeping an eye on the shorter-term employment data like weekly initial jobless claims.

Quote of the Month:
“New diseases like SARS and bird flu cause anxiety in the community. People get worried, some to the extent that 
it even affects their health. You feel very sad, and yet you must carry on and maintain your cool in very trying and 
difficult moments. You have to tough it out” - Margaret Chan

Mrs Chan headed the Department of Health in Hong Kong during the 1997 H5N1 Avian influenza and the 
2003 SARS outbreak. Whilst credited for helping bring the H5N1 epidemic under control by the slaughter 
of 1.5 million chickens in the region, she became a symbol of ignorance and arrogance epitomizing the 
mentality of ‘business as usual’ with such statements as “I eat chicken every day, don’t panic, everyone”. 
Her performance during the SARS crisis also attracted criticism due to her passiveness, for believing in 
misleading information shared by the mainland authority, and for not acting swiftly.
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Seasonality: “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it does rhyme” - Mark Twain

The January Barometer 
Historically, the returns in January have signalled the returns for the rest of the year. If they are positive, 
the returns for the whole year tend to be positive and vice versa. First mentioned by Yale Hirsch in the 
Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1972, a variant has it that returns for the whole year can be predicted by the 
direction of the market in just the first 5 days of the year.  Judging by the first 5 days, 2019 is likely to be a 
positive year for the stock markets.

March 
March is 7th in the ranking of monthly performance, rising 54% of all the years in March, with an average 
return of 0.2%. The general trend for the market in March is to rise for the first three weeks and then fall 
back in the final week - the last week of March has historically been one of the weakest weeks for the 
market in the whole year. 

First Quarter 
The FTSE 100 has risen 24 of the 36 years between 1984 and 2019, posting an average gain of 2%.

Outperformance of FTSE 250 vs. the FTSE 100
The FTSE 250 tends to outperform the FTSE 100 in the first 3 months of the year as well as in August and 
December. In the more troublesome months of September (the year’s worst performing historical year) 
and October (the year’s most volatile month), the reverse applies.

November - April 
Delaying re-entering the market from St. Ledgers Day to Halloween has yielded statistically significant 
outperformance with the FTSE All-Share rising an average 13.4% from Halloween to May Day since 1965. 
There is a 1-in-2,000 chance of this arising by chance in random data. One explanation for this is that as 
the nights draw in during winter, we become anxious and depressed, which means share prices fall and 
expected returns rise. This then leads to a decent winter rise.

Fourth-Year US Presidential Cycle 
The stock market tends to bottom out during the second year of each new presidential term and then 
recover strongly in the final two years. This is due to each Administration ensuring that the economy is 
strong by re-election time. Unfortunately, the excessive stoking of the economic fires creates excesses, 
including over-priced stocks, leading to poor stock market returns in the first two years of the next 
term. Since 1948, the UK market has risen 14 times out of 17 (82%) in US election years, with a rather 
extraordinary average annual return in those years of 33%. Generally, the UK market tends to rise in the 
few weeks leading up to the election.

Chinese New Year - Year of the Rat 
The Chinese calendar revolves around a 12-year cycle where each year is associated with an animal (rat, 
ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog and pig). Each New Year starts between 
21st January and 21st February, the exact date being dependent upon a variety of complex factors. The 
best performing animals since 1950 have been the goat and dog. The worst performing animals have been 
the rooster and snake.  The Year of the Rat ranks as the third worst period for stock market returns with an 
average gain of 3.3%. Chinese feng shui masters predict the stock market will be soft this year as the elements of 
earth and water, which are strong in the Year of the Rat, weaken the fire element that influences shares.
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Technical Analysis: 
Following the 1,004-point fall in the FTSE 100 (-13.4%), it appears that all logic has gone out of the window. 
With a V-shaped recovery predicted by some experienced investment managers, we advise being long of 
this market. The equity index is heavily oversold, witnessed by the RSI lying at 24% and is 883 points below 
its 200-day moving average. We see support at the psychologically important 6,000 level, a level last seen 
following the EU Referendum in 2016. It should be noted that within 12 months, the FTSE 100 was back 
at 7,400.

“The illusion of randomness gradually disappears as the skill in chart reading 
improves” – John Murphy
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Chart Legend:

Technical Analysis Guide:
RSI (relative strength index) - indicates whether a security is overbought (above 70) or oversold (below 
30).  Also when the RSI moves above 50 that is considered bullish (or vice versa).

ADX (average directional index) - indicates whether a security is in a trend (above 20) or not in a trend 
(below 20). For trending markets moving averages work best when considering lines of support/resistance. 
ending markets Bollinger Bands work best (sell at upper band, buy at lower band).

20 day moving average       
50 day moving average
200 day moving average 

(an indicator that measures 2 standard deviations away from the 20 day m/a)

(signifies the long-term direction of the security - whether it is in a bull or bear market)
(signifies the medium-term direction of the security)
(signifies the short-term direction of the security. prices tend to gyrate around their 20 day m/a)
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Investment Calendar:
March is the busiest month of the year for FTSE 100 companies paying dividends. And it’s also a busy 
month for company announcements: the busiest for FTSE 250 companies in the year with 71 companies 
announcing their prelims this month (along with 24 FTSE 100 companies).

12th March ECB Meeting
9th March Full Moon (markets tend to reach a low point around this time)
13th March Options Expiry Day
17th March FOMC Meeting
24th March New Moon (markets tend to reach a high point around this time)
26th March MPC Meeting
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